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Technical Team Note 
 
Dear Sir/Madam 
 
We are grateful for your regular use of Fujifilm products. We have important information to 
communicate to you. New album designs and photo books have expanded demand for photographic 
paper. When the paper is not laminated the emulsion surfaces from both sides of the paper may adhere.  
Thank you for your understanding about this note, as we do not want to betray the trust of our 
customers.  
 
Best Regards 

- Description - 
 
[Specification of silver print] 
Photographic material is not designed to be kept with the emulsion close to another emulsion surface. 
Temperature, humidity, storage conditions, and pressure will be expected to cause adhesion failure. In 
our example, the Arhenius method at 80°C and 70% RH for 1-4 weeks was used to predict the effect of 
long-term storage. The results show that bookbinding with matte or glossy surfaces in contact is not 
recommended.  
 
 [Methods] 
We advise everyone who has trouble or may expect trouble to refer to the methods below: 

1. Film lamination Hot and cold laminations are readily available. Laminations which are 
guaranteed not to discolor the color print are recommended. Our company recommends and 
sells products which resistant to discoloration, (For reference, see the table on the back). 

2. Liquid lamination Test material for discoloration over time so that quality is not affected. Public 
agencies can implement environmental testing. Recently, simple UV photo-cured liquids have 
also become available for mainstream treatment. 

3. Paper insertion Acid-free paper such as Japanese paper is inserted between the emulsion 
surfaces. 

4. Use open-hole mounts Heavy album with cut holes.  
5. Other storage conditions Educate that low pressure, cold temperatures and low humidity are 

recommended for preservation. 
 
The ISO (International Organization for Standardization) has started examining and obtaining 
information on photo books. Consideration of the above points will allow you to provide your customers 
with an album that can be guaranteed over the long-term. 

Above 
  



 (Attached table) 

Lamination film (material) summary 

List of Items Fujifilm code  List of items text (name) Manufacturer 
suggested retail price 

200646802  PNC-C-UV 32x38x100 Lamination film clear  25,000  
200646810  PNC-M-UV 32x38x100 Lamination film matte 24,200  
200646828  PNC-DM-UV 32x38x100 Lamination film DM 29,800 
200646737  PNC-C-UV 48x60 Lamination film clear 100 58,700 
200646745  PNC-M-UV 48x60 Lamination film matte 100 52,900  
200646761  PNC-DM-UV 48x60 Lamination film deep 63,000  
200646787  PNC-C-UVR50 Lamination film clear 50M 31,400  
200646779  PNC-M-UVR50 Lamination film matte 50M 27,600  
200646795  PNC-DM-UVR50 Lamination film deep matte 50  32,500  
200815952* Ramming LFM Clear UV50 R325x50 U2[iri]  33,000  
200259738  Ramming LFM Clear PUV50 R305x50 U2[iri] 30,800 
200815978*  Ramming LFM Matte PUV50 R325x50 U2 [iri]  39,600 
200815960  Ramming LFM Matte PUV50 R305x50 U2[iri]  36,300  
200815994*  Ramming LFM Under 50 R330x100 2[iri]  12,840  
200815986  Ramming LFM Under 50 R310x100 2[iri]  12,100  
200512988*   Ramming LAMMING M-325  360,000 

 

* Follow recommended instructions for exclusive use of these films with the Noetherian Lami M-325, 
inserting print between the film and under.  
Also note * other ramming film with this sign is for the M-310, which is no longer for sale. 
 
Note: In addition to lamination, substances added to the paste (plasticizers, solvents, etc.) may cause 
discoloration of the pigments. Discoloration of pigments generally occurs in areas of highest pigment 
density. Dealers and manufacturers must guarantee that the materials do not cause discoloration. 
 
 
 
 

 

 
 
 
 


